
Receiver-in-canal (RIC)

Finding  
the one.
Three steps to the  
perfect hearing solution.

uStream uMic™ uTV™ 3 uDirect™ 3
Connects to wireless devices  
for stereo sound, and acts as  
a remote control.

Personal wireless microphone 
system streams audio to both 
hearing aids.

Sends sound wirelessly  
from your TV to your  
hearing aids.

Delivers a direct connection  
to enjoy mobile phones, TVs,  
FM receivers and MP3 players  
in stereo sound, while also  
providing remote control  
functionality.

uControl™ app Remote control 2
Uses your smartphone to easily 
control hearing aid settings.  
The app also has a My Ratings 
feature for you to rate your 
hearing aid performance.*

Lets you discreetly control your 
hearing aid settings.

Rechargeable kit
Easily convert any Moxi Fit  
into a rechargeable solution.

Accessories

Rechargeable kit includes:

One (1) charging base with USB 
cable and wall charger

Two (2) 312 rechargeable battery cells

Two (2) Moxi Fit rechargeable battery doors
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Why two ears are better than one
• Understand speech and conversations better
•  Better localization of sounds (where sounds are coming from)
• Improved sense of distance from sound 
• Better sound quality 
• Sounds are more balanced

Step 1:

Where do you experience 
hearing challenges?

Step 2:

Which style is right for you?
Certain styles are best for certain hearing needs.

A Sonova brand

Moxi Fit R rechargeable solution

Behind-the-ear (BTE)

16-048   028-6242-02

*Ask your hearing healthcare professional for more details.

At Unitron, we care deeply about people with hearing loss. We work closely with hearing 
healthcare professionals to provide hearing solutions that improve lives in meaningful ways. 
Because hearing matters. 

© 2017 Unitron. All rights reserved.
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Moxi™ family shown

Stride™ BTE family shown



Matching automatic 
performance to lifestyle

By choosing the right technology  
level you will get the optimal automatic 
performance for your lifestyle. Your 
hearing aids will automatically provide 
natural, comfortable listening and more 
enjoyable conversations in the listening 
environments where you spend time.

Performance features  
give you an edge

Our performance features, available at 
higher technology levels, make a big 
difference in conversations in noisy 
environments. The two hearing aids 
work together to form a sophisticated 
system that enables technologies 
which bring out speech and reduce 
noise in a way that will delight you.

Step 3:

Which technology  
level fits your  
listening lifestyle?

Match your listening demands to the right solution

Conversation in a crowd Conversation in noise Conversation in a small group Conversation in quiet Quiet Noise Music Performance features

Situation  
examples

Effectiveness of performance features is rated on a scale  
of 1 to 5 stars (1=lowest; 5=highest).

T Pro

SpeechPro
Speech Locator 
Speech Focus
Dynamic Spatial Awareness

Personalized Spatial Awareness
Binaural Phone
MyMusic
SoundNav with 7 environments

T 800

SpeechZone 2
Speech Locator
Personalized Spatial Awareness
Binaural Phone

MyMusic
SoundNav with 7 environments

T 700

SpeechZone
Speech Locator
Spatial Awareness
Binaural Phone 

SoundNav with 6 environments

T 600

Binaural Phone
SoundNav with 3 environments

T 500

AutoMic

SoundCore™

Four intelligent features work together to understand your 
listening environment, making fluid adjustments so you can 
actively participate in any conversation, wherever you go.

SpeechPro
Provides optimal speech understanding and localization from all 
directions, even in your most challenging environments.

Speech Locator
Quickly determines the direction speech is coming from.

Speech Focus
Makes it easier to understand speech from any direction.

SpeechZone™ 2
Automatically adjusts in difficult background noise, 
so you can clearly hear speech from all directions.

SpeechZone
In noisy environments, both hearing aids work together to 
automatically zone in on speech coming from in front of you. 

Spatial Awareness
Helps you locate where sound is coming from to provide 
a more natural, realistic listening experience.

SoundNav
Automatically identifies and groups signals into  
seven distinct environments — four of them dedicated 
to conversations — to help you hear your best as 
you move through life’s listening situations.

Sound Conductor
Automatically adjusts for speech in all kinds of conversations, 
provides comfort and awareness in quiet and noisy 
environments, and maintains natural sound quality.

Pinna Effect
Corrects for the location of hearing aid microphones outside 
the ear, providing a more natural listening experience.

Sound Stabilization
A grouping of features to help make sounds 
more comfortable, clean and natural.

AntiShock™ 2
Instantly suppresses sudden, loud and irritating sounds 
without affecting the speech and sounds you want to hear.

Natural Sound Balance
Continuously monitors and adjusts the hearing aid  
settings to preserve natural sound quality.

Feedback manager
Instantly suppresses annoying whistling or feedback.

Wind control
Reduces wind noise to improve listening comfort.

Patient insights
Gains insights into your distinctive listening lifestyle 
to ensure you have a personalized fit. 

Log It All
Shows how well hearing aids meet your listening 
needs, based on your individual lifestyle.

Data logging
Tracks hearing aid usage to guide adjustments 
at follow-up appointments.

My Ratings
Lets you record and share your impressions 
of hearing aid performance with your hearing 
healthcare provider, using your smartphone. 

Easy-t
Automatically changes to telephone program 
when one is held to the ear.

Binaural Phone
Automatically hear the phone conversation in both 
ears to improve clarity and understanding.

DuoLink
Applies adjustments to program and/or volume 
control made in one hearing aid to both aids.

AutoMic
AutoMic is designed to provide listening comfort in 
quiet to moderately noisy listening situations.

MyMusic™

Enhanced music listening experience based on your preferences.

How hearing aids 
can help.
Make conversations enjoyable again with technologies  
for comfort, clarity and realistic, natural sound.

Recommendation:

Technology level: Style:

Warranty: Cost:

Accessories:

Comments:

 uStream 
 uMic 
 uTV 3 

 uDirect 3  
 uControl app 
 Remote control 2 

 Rechargeable kit 


